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21st March 2022

SUMMARY OF THE CURRENT POSITION
On 16th of March, Hampton Hill Mining NL was advised by the ASX that it is to be delisted from the ASX with effect
from Monday 21st March 2022 following two years of suspension. The lack of liquidity afforded shareholders these last
two years and now with delisting is to be regretted. Your board will now move to try and find a way to provide
shareholders with the ability to buy and sell portions of their holdings through an off-market facility. We hope to set up
and explain this facility within the next several weeks.
In the meantime, I would like to assure shareholders that the assets of the Company are worth nurturing and that your
board will work diligently to ensure the very best outcome for shareholders. The primary asset is clearly our royalty held
over the central leases of the Apollo Hill gold project, where current drill programs and feasibility studies are in full
swing. The project owners, Saturn Metals Limited, have recently released a presentation to the ASX (copy attached)
which provides shareholders with an up to date picture of progress at the project.
It has been the long term view of your board that the Apollo Hill project has the potential to grow into a Tier 1 gold
resource of a form not common in Australia. Its attributes suggest a modest grade, but potentially multi-million ounce,
resource that should be amenable to open cut mining and heap leach technology. Heap leaching is uncommon in
Australia as most of our ores have poor permeability, but Apollo Hill is a rare exception. The processing technique is
well proven in North America. We believe this opportunity has the potential to be a long term and successful gold
operation. With this view in mind, the Company has in recent years restricted other exploration activities in order to limit
dilutionary fundraisings.

BACKGROUND NOTES
The notification by the ASX of their intent to suspend trading in the Company’s shares in February 2020 was a shock
to your board which immediately sought an injunction. The injunction was not granted, however it was determined that
the fairness with which the ASX applied Section 12.1 of the ASX Listing Rules (which provides for the right to suspend
share trading should a company be deemed inactive) was open to question. Shareholders can refer to the Company
website to read copies of some of the relevant correspondence if they wish to read more detail. The correspondence
includes the commentary by Judge J. Hill who presided over the Supreme Court of Western Australia injunction hearing.
Following the failure of the injunction, your board elected not to proceed with a Supreme Court action on the grounds
of costs, trusting that the ASX would likely reconsider its position.
Unfortunately, the ASX proceeded to suspend the Company and every effort to have this suspension lifted these last
two years has failed. This included a full submission of May 2021, provided at the request of the ASX, which outlined
board changes and plans to expand exploration expenditure with the securement of field staff. The ASX provided no
response to this submission. A copy can be found on the Company website.
During the last several years Hampton Hill has maintained a low but steady exploration effort. Our long term efforts
focussed on the Weld Ranges of WA have wound down following disappointing results from the Glenview base metal
electromagnetic surveying while the iron ore exploration there resulted in only modest deposits of marginal grade. We
now hold a 2% FOB royalty over these deposits owned by BaoWu Steel Group Corp.Ltd. Having received inconclusive
results from a diamond drilling campaign at our 25% owned Millennium project in the Paterson province of WA in 2021
a decision was made to cease further evaluation. The Company took up an option to earn into the Clinker Hill nickel
project during 2020 and completed the diamond drill testing of an electromagnetic anomaly without success. The
Company secured the Tyson gold and base metal project and also carried out several concentrated negotiations
seeking new projects. During this entire period the Company limited fundraising to just less than $1.5 million.

Joshua Pitt
Chairman
ATTACHMENTS:
Extracts from the STN Presentation released on the ASX 8th February 2022.

